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Target: 

Being a European offers a lot opportunities - and requirements 

 

Whether as a professional or a student: international experience is the alpha and omega in your curriculum vitae 

and is a must-have of the company you’re applying for just like your passport photograph is. The days where one 

foreign language was sufficient are gone. English is preconditioned, it has to be fluent, both written and spoken. 

However, this is not enough. Spanish, French or Chinese should also appear somewhere on your application 

portfolio and not just as a three-week summer course. Honestly, your new employer can expect more from you in 

this case and he will. 

 

For the current generation it’s a contest with the goal to get more points on their CV then the others. You can 

compare this with the sale-season by American Apparel when all women try do get the best and cheapest dresses. 

Now it’s possible for you to travel, study and work abroad for “free”, or at least less expensive. So take the 

opportunity. Go to the store and grab the “travel”-, “new language“- or “international experience”-shirt before 

others do. The device is: the more the better. That it could be a problem that people are busy getting “foreign” 

points, rather than getting “own specialist”, is no debate.  

 

There is nothing for it but to take one – or best all three – possibilities to gather national experiences: 

First, you are a student, and then you can choose a city, choose a subject, sublease your student room, pack your 

stuff and set sail. The big journey can begin: one new city, many new languages, a hundred new people and 

thousand new experiences. At least one semester is required.  

 

The second option is, you are already a professional. Maybe your boss offers you the opportunity to work for a few 

months in another country. The company there really needs your experience and they cannot wait till they can draw 

from your knowledge. It’s possible that you can sense some pressure, maybe like your boss buried you alive, but of 

course it’s your free choice to go abroad. You would have had no alternative but to say no: Not only to the new 

opportunity, but also to being employed in this company in general. 

 

However, if you still have a job and you’re not belonging to the 6,5% unemployed in Germany you also can use the 

third option: Travelling in Europe just for fun. This is the opportunity you’re searching for. You can visit on a quick 

trip over the weekend the Colosseum in Rome, the Eiffel Tower in Paris or you can go to the Big Ben in London.  

 

To be honest, you could also stay in Germany and visit the Brandenburg Gate in Berlin or go to Munich’s 

“Marienplatz”. But why should it be an urgent need of you to experience Bavarian culture in your own country, when 

you can say that you felt the Spanish temperament on “Las Ramblas”? And why should you change the Berliner 

“Currywurst” for a Bavarian veal sausage when you can have Spanish Paella or enjoy the French cuisine with a flight 

for 53,99€. 

 

In my case, I was in Rom and Madrid for holidays, I visited Paris and Dublin with my school and I even enjoy a full 

year abroad in the Netherlands right now. However, if someone asks me, how German’s capital Berlin is, I have no 

answer. It is beyond all questions that being able to study, work and travel abroad is a wonderful opportunity 

everyone should take. The important point is just, that you should know your own country as well. Otherwise you’re 

an expert for Italian, Spanish or French tasks, but not for your own subject and your company needs foreign people 

who know the German way better than you do. 


